Recent progress of symbolic dynamics of one-and especially two-dimensional maps has enabled us to construct symbolic dynamics for systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Numerical study under the guidance of symbolic dynamics is capable to yield global results on chaotic and periodic regimes in systems of dissipative ODEs which cannot be obtained neither by purely analytical means nor by numerical work alone. By constructing symbolic dynamics of 1D and 2D maps from the Poincaré sections all unstable periodic orbits up to a given length at a fixed parameter set may be located and all stable periodic orbits up to a given length may be found in a wide parameter range. This knowledge, in turn, tells much about the nature of the chaotic limits. Applied to the Lorenz equations, this approach has led to a nomenclature, i.e., absolute periods and symbolic names, of stable and unstable periodic orbits for an autonomous system. Symmetry breakings and restorations as well as coexistence of different regimes are also analyzed by using symbolic dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many interesting nonlinear models in physical sciences and engineering are given by systems of ODEs. When studying these systems it is desirable to have a global understanding of the bifurcation and chaos "spectrum": the systematics of periodic orbits, stable as well as unstable ones at fixed and varying parameters, the type of chaotic attractors which usually occur as limits of sequences of periodic regimes, etc. However, this is by far not a simple job to accomplish neither by purely analytical means nor by numerical work alone. In analytical aspect, just recollect the longstanding problem of the number of limit cycles in planar systems of ODEs. As chaotic behavior may appear only in systems of more than three autonomous ODEs, it naturally leads to problems much more formidable than counting the number of limit cycles in planar systems. As numerical study is concerned, one can never be confident that all stable periodic orbits up to a certain length have been found in a given parameter range or no short unstable orbits in a chaotic attractor have been missed at a fixed parameter set, not to mention that it is extremely difficult to draw global conclusions from numerical data alone.
On the other hand, a properly constructed symbolic dynamics, being a coarsegrained description, provides a powerful tool to capture global, topological aspects of the dynamics. This has been convincingly shown in the development of symbolic dynamics of one-dimensional (1D) maps, see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Since it is well known from numerical observations that chaotic attractors of many higherdimensional dissipative systems with one positive Lyapunov exponent reveal 1D-like structure in some Poincaré sections, it has been suggested to associate the systematics of numerically found periodic orbits in ODEs with symbolic dynamics of 1D maps [6] . While this approach has had some success (see, e.g., Chapter 5 of [4] ), many new questions arose from the case studies. For example, 1. The number of short stable periodic orbits found in ODEs is usually less than that allowed by the admissibility conditions of the corresponding 1D symbolic dynamics. Within the 1D framework it is hard to tell whether a missing period was caused by insufficient numerical search or was forbidden by the dynamics.
2. In the Poincaré sections of ODEs, at a closer examination, the attractors often reveal two-dimensional features such as layers and folds. One has to explain the success of 1D description which sometimes even turns out much better than expected. At the same time, the limitation of 1D approach has to be analyzed as the Poincaré maps are actually two-dimensional.
3. Early efforts were more or less concentrated on stable orbits, while unstable periods play a fundamental role in organizing chaotic motion. One has to develop symbolic dynamics for ODEs which would be capable to treat stable and unstable periodic orbits alike, to indicate the structure of some, though not all, chaotic orbits at a given parameter set.
The elucidation of these problems has to await a significant progress of symbolic dynamics of 2D maps. Now the time is ripe for an in depth symbolic dynamics analysis of a few typical ODEs. This kind of analysis has been carried out on several non-autonomous systems [7, 8, 9] , where the stroboscopic sampling method [10] greatly simplifies the calculation of Poincaré maps. In this paper we consider an autonomous system, namely, the Lorenz model, in which one of the first chaotic attractor was discovered [11] .
The Lorenz model consists of three equationṡ x = σ(y − x),ẏ = rx − y − xy,ż = xy − bx.
It is known that several models of hydrodynamical, mechanical, dynamo and laser problems may be reduced to this set of ODEs. The system (1) contains three parameters r, σ and b, representing respectively the Rayleigh number, the Prandtl number and a geometric ratio. We will study the system in a wide r-range at fixed σ = 10 and b = 8/3. We put together a few known facts on Eq. 1 to fix the notations. For detailed derivations one may refer to the book [12] by C. Sparrow. For 0 < r < 1 the origin (0, 0, 0) is a globally stable fixed point. It loses stability at r = 1. A 1D unstable manifold and a 2D stable manifold W s come out from the unstable origin. The intersection of the 2D W s with the Poincaré section will determine a demarcation line in the partition of the 2D phase plane of the Poincaré map. For r > 1 there appears a pair of fixed points C ± = (± b(r − 1), ± b(r − 1), r − 1).
These two fixed points remain stable until r reaches 24.74. Although their eigenvalues undergo some qualitative changes at r = 1.345617 and a strange invariant set (not an attractor yet) comes into life at r = 13.926, here we are not interested in all this. It is at r = 24.74 a sub-critical Hopf bifurcation takes place and chaotic regimes commence. Our r-range extends from 28 to very big values, e.g., 10000, as nothing qualitatively new appears at, say, r > 350. Before undertaking the symbolic dynamics analysis we summarize briefly what has been done on the Lorenz system from the viewpoint of symbolic dynamics. Guckenheimer and Williams introduced the geometric Lorenz model [13] for the vicinity of r = 28 which leads to symbolic dynamics on two letters, proving the existence of chaos in the geometric model. However, as Smale [14] pointed out it remains an unsolved problem as whether the geometric Lorenz model means to the real Lorenz system. Though not using symbolic dynamics at all, the paper by Tomita and Tsuda [15] studying the Lorenz equations at a different set of parameters σ = 16 and b = 4 is worth mentioning. They noticed that the quasi-1D chaotic attractor in the z = r − 1 Poincaré section outlined by the upward intersections of the trajectories may be directly parameterized by the x coordinates. A 1D map was devised in [15] to numerically mimic the global bifurcation structure of the Lorenz model. C. Sparrow [12] used two symbols x and y to encode orbits without explicitly constructing symbolic dynamics. In Appendix J of [12] Sparrow described a family of 1D maps as "an obvious choice if we wish to try and model the behavior of the Lorenz equations in the parameter range σ = 10, b = 8/3 and r > 24.06". In what follows we will call this family the Lorenz-Sparrow map. Refs. [15] and [12] have been instrumental for the present study. In fact, the 1D maps to be obtained from the 2D upward Poincaré maps of the Lorenz equations after some manipulations belong precisely to the family suggested by Sparrow. In [16] the systematics of stable periodic orbits in the Lorenz equations was compared with that of a 1D antisymmetric cubic map. The choice of an anti-symmetric map was dictated by the invariance of the Lorenz equations under the discrete transformation x → −x, y → −y, and z → z.
Indeed, most of the periods known to [16] are ordered in a "cubic" way. However, many short periods present in the 1D map have not been found in the Lorenz equations. It was realized in [17] that a cubic map with a discontinuity in the center may better reflect the ODEs and many of the missing periods are excluded by the 2D nature of the Poincaré map. Instead of devising model maps for comparison one should generate all related 1D or 2D maps directly from the Lorenz equations and construct the corresponding symbolic dynamics. This makes the main body of the present paper. For physicists symbolic dynamics is nothing but a coarse-grained description of the dynamics. The success of symbolic dynamics depends on how the coarsegraining is performed, i.e., on the partition of the phase space. From a practical point of view we can put forward the following requirements for a good partition. 1. It should assign a unique name to each unstable periodic orbit in the system; 2. An ordering rule of all symbolic sequences should be defined; 3. Admissibility conditions as whether a given symbolic sequence is allowed by the dynamics should be formulated; 4. Based on the admissibility conditions and ordering rule one should be able to generate and locate all periodic orbits, stable and unstable, up to a given length. Symbolic dynamics of 1D maps has been well understood [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Symbolic dynamics of 2D maps has been studies in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . We will explain the main idea and technique in the context of the Lorenz equations. A few words on the research strategy may be in order. We will first calculate the Poincaré maps in suitably chosen sections. If necessary some forward contracting foliations (FCFs, to be explained later) are superimposed on the Poincaré map, the attractor being part of the backward contracting foliations (BCFs). Then a oneparameter parameterization is introduced for the quasi-1D attractor. For our choice of the Poincaré sections the parameterization is simply realized by the x coordinates of the points. In terms of these {x i } a first return map x n → x n+1 is constructed. Using the specific property of first return maps that the set {x i } remains the same before and after the mapping, some parts of {x i } may be safely shifted and swapped to yield a new map x ′ n → x ′ n+1 , which precisely belongs to the family of LorenzSparrow map. In so doing, all 2D features (layers, folds, etc.) are kept. However, one can always start from the symbolic dynamics of the 1D Lorenz-Sparrow map to generate a list of allowed periods and then check them against the admissibility conditions of the 2D symbolic dynamics. Using the ordering of symbolic sequences all allowed periods may be located easily. What said applies to unstable periodic orbits at fixed parameter set. The same method can be adapted to treat stable periods either by superimposing the orbital points on a near-by chaotic attractor or by keeping a sufficient number of transient points. 
II. CONSTRUCTION OF POINCARÉ AND RETURN MAPS
The Poincaré map in the z = r − 1 plane captures most of the interesting dynamics as it contains both fixed points C ± . The z-axis is contained in the stable manifold W s of the origin (0, 0, 0). All orbits reaching the z-axis will be attracted to the origin , thus most of the homoclinic behavior may be tracked in this plane. In principle, either downward or upward intersections of trajectories with the z = r − 1 plane may be used to generate the Poincaré map. However, upward intersections with dz/dt > 0 have the practical merit to yield 1D-like objects which may be parameterized by simply using the x coordinates. Fig. 1 shows a Poincaré section at r = 118.15. The dashed curves and diamonds represent one of the FCFs and its tangent points with the BCF. These will be used later in Sec. V. The 1D-like structure of the attractor is apparent. Only the thickening in some part of the attractor hints on 2D structures. Ignoring the thickening for the time being, the 1D attractor may be parameterized by the x coordinates only. Collecting successive x i , we construct a first return map x n → x n+1 as shown in Fig. 2 . It consists of four symmetrically located pieces with gaps on the mapping interval. For a first return map a gap belonging to both {x n } and {x n+1 } plays no role in the dynamics. If necessary, we can use this specificity of return maps to squeeze some gaps in x. Furthermore, we can interchange the left subinterval with the right one by defining, e.g.,
The precise value of the numerical constant is not essential; it may be estimated from the upper bound of {|x i |} and is so chosen as to make the final figure look nicer. The swapped first return map, as we call it, is shown in Fig. 3 . The corresponding tangent points between FCF and BCF (the diamonds) are also drawn on these return maps for later use. It is crucial that the parameterization and swapping do keep the 2D features present in the Poincaré map. This is important when it comes to take into account the 2D nature of the Poincaré maps.
In Fig. 4 Poincaré maps at 9 different values from r = 28 to 203 are shown. The corresponding swapped return maps are shown in Fig. 5 . Generally speaking, as r varies from small to greater values, these maps undergo transitions from 1D-like to 2D-like, and then to 1D-like again. Even in the 2D-like range the 1D backbones still dominate. This partly explains our early success [16, 17] in applying purely 1D symbolic dynamics to the Lorenz model. We will learn how to judge this success later on. Some qualitative changes at varying r will be discussed in Sec. III. We note also that the return map at r = 28 complies with what follows from the geometric Lorenz model. The symbolic dynamics of this Lorenz-like map has been completely constructed [28] .
III. SYMBOLIC DYNAMICS OF THE 1D LORENZ-SPARROW MAP
All the return maps shown in Fig. 5 fit into the family of Lorenz-Sparrow map. Therefore, we take a general map from the family and construct the symbolic dynamics. There is no need to have analytical expression for the map. Suffice it to define a map by the shape shown in Fig. 6 . This map has four monotone branches, defined on four subintervals labeled by the letters M , L, N , and R, respectively. We will also use these same letters to denote the monotone branches themselves, although we do not have an expression for the mapping function f (x). Among these branches R and L are increasing; we say R and L have an even or + parity. The decreasing branches M and N have odd or − parity. Between the monotone branches there are "turning points" ("critical points") D and C as well as "breaking point" B, where a discontinuity is present. Any numerical trajectory in this map corresponds to a symbolic sequence
where σ i ∈ {M, L, N, R, C, D, B}, depending on where the point x i falls in.
Ordering and admissibility of symbolic sequences
All symbolic sequences made of these letters may be ordered in the following way. First, there is a natural order
Next, if two symbolic sequences Σ 1 and Σ 2 have a common leading string Σ * , i.e.,
where σ = τ . Since σ and τ are different, they must have ordered according to (4) . The ordering rule is: if Σ is even, i.e., it contains an even number of N and M , the order of Σ 1 and Σ 2 is given by that of σ and τ ; if Σ * is odd, the order is the opposite to that of σ and τ . The ordering rule may be put in the following form:
where E (O) represents a finite string of M , L, N , and R containing an even (odd) number of letters M and N . We call E and O even and odd string, respectively.
In order to incorporate the discrete symmetry, we define a transformation T of symbols:
keeping B unchanged. Sometimes we distinguish the left and right limit of B, then we add B − ↔ B + . We often denote T Σ by Σ and say Σ and Σ are mirror images to each other. Symbolic sequences that start from the next iterate of the turning or breaking points play a key role in symbolic dynamics. They are called kneading sequences [3] . Naming a symbolic sequence by the initial number which corresponds to its first symbol, we have two kneading sequences from the turning points:
Being mirror images to each other, we take K as the independent one. For first return maps the rightmost point in {x i } equals the highest point after the mapping. Therefore, f (B − ) = H and f (B + ) = H, see Fig. 6 . We take H as another kneading sequence. Note that B − and B + are not necessarily the left and right limit of the breaking point; a finite gap may exist in between. This is associated with the flexibility of choosing the shift constant, e.g., the number 36 in (3). Since a kneading sequence starts from the first iterate of a turning or breaking point, we have
A 1D map with multiple critical points is best parameterized by its kneading sequences. The dynamical behavior of the Lorenz-Sparrow map is entirely determined by a kneading pair (K, H). Given a kneading pair (K, H), not all symbolic sequences are allowed in the dynamics. In order to formulate the admissibility conditions we need a new notion. Take a symbolic sequence Σ and inspect its symbols one by one. Whenever a letter M is encountered, we collect the subsequent sequence that follows this M . The set of all such sequences is denoted by M(Σ) and is called a M -shift set of Σ. Similarly, we define L(Σ), R(Σ) and N (Σ).
The admissibility conditions, based on the ordering rule (5), follow from (7):
Here in the two middle relations we have canceled the leading R or L.
The twofold meaning of the admissibility conditions should be emphasized. On one hand, for a given kneading pair these conditions select those symbolic sequences which may occur in the dynamics. On the other hand, a kneading pair (K, H), being symbolic sequences themselves, must also satisfy conditions (8) second deals with compatible kneading pairs in the parameter space. In accordance with these two aspects there are two pieces of work to be done. First, generate all compatible kneading pairs up to a given length. This is treated in Appendix A. Second, generate all admissible symbolic sequences up to a certain length for a given kneading pair (K, H). The procedure is described in Appendix B.
Metric representation of symbolic sequences
It is convenient to introduce a metric representation of symbolic sequences by associating a real number 0 ≤ α(Σ) ≤ 1 to each sequence Σ. To do so let us look at the piecewise linear map shown in Fig. 7 . It is an analog of the surjective tent map in the sense that all symbolic sequences made of the four letters M , L, R, and N are allowed. It is obvious that the maximal sequence is (M N ) ∞ while the minimal one being (N M ) ∞ . For this map one may further write
To introduce the metric representation we first use ǫ = 1 to mark the even parity of L and R, and ǫ = −1 to mark the odd parity of M and N . Next, the number
where
or,
It is easy to check that
The following relations hold for any symbolic sequence Σ:
One may also formulate the admissibility conditions in terms of the metric representations.
One-parameter limits of the Lorenz-Sparrow map
The family of the Lorenz-Sparrow map includes some limiting cases.
1. The N branch may disappear, and the minimal point of the R branch moves to the left end of the interval. This may be described as
It defines the only kneading sequence K from the next iterate of C. 2. The minimum at C may rise above the horizontal axis, as it is evident in Fig. 5 at r = 203. The second iterate of either the left or right subinterval then retains in the same subinterval. Consequently, the two kneading sequences are no longer independent and they are bound by the relation
Both one-parameter limits appear in the Lorenz equations as we shall see in the next section.
IV. 1D SYMBOLIC DYNAMICS OF THE LORENZ EQUATIONS
Now we are well prepared to carry out a 1D symbolic dynamics analysis of the Lorenz equations using the swapped return maps shown in Fig. 5 . We take r = 118.15 as an working example. The rightmost point in {x i } and the minimum at C determine the two kneading sequences:
Indeed, they satisfy (8) and form a compatible kneading pair. Using the propositions formulated in Appendix B, all admissible periodic sequences up to period 6 are generated. They are LC, LN LR, LN LRLC, RM RLR, RM LN LC, RM LN , RLLC, RLLN LC, RLRM LC, and RLRLLC. Here the letter C is used to denote both N and R. Therefore, there are altogether 17 unstable periodic orbits with period equal or less than 6. Relying on the ordering of symbolic sequences and using a bisection method, these unstable periodic orbits may be quickly located in the phase plane.
It should be emphasized that we are dealing with unstable periodic orbits at a fixed parameter set. There is no such thing as superstable periodic sequence or periodic window which would appear when one considers kneading sequences with varying parameters. Consequently, the existence of LN and LR does not necessarily imply the existence of LC.
Similar analysis may be carried out for other r. In Table 1 we collect some kneading sequences at different r-values. Their corresponding metric representations are also included. We first note that they do satisfy the admissibility conditions (8), i.e., K and H at each r make a compatible kneading pair. An instructive way of presenting the data consists in drawing the plane of metric representation for both α(K) and α(H), see Fig. 8 . The compatibility conditions require, in particular, K ≤ H, therefore only the upper left triangular region is accessible.
As we have indicated at the end of the last section, the Lorenz-Sparrow map has two one-parameter limits. The first limit (11) takes place somewhere at r < 36, maybe around r < 30.1, as estimated by Sparrow [12] in a different context. In Table 1 there is only one kneading pair K = R ∞ and H = L ∞ satisfying H = LK. In terms of the metric representations the condition (11) defines a straight line (line a in Fig. 8 )
(We have used (10)). The point r = 28 drops down to this line almost vertically from the r = 36 point. This is the region where "fully developed chaos" has been observed in the Lorenz model and perhaps it outlines the region where the geometric Lorenz model may apply. The other limit (12) happens at r > 197. 6 . In Table 1 all 6 kneading pairs in this range satisfy K = LH. They fall on another straight line (line b in Fig. 8 )
but can hardly be resolved. The value r = 197.6 manifests itself as the point where the attractor no longer crosses the horizontal axis. In the 2D Poincaré map this is where the chaotic attractor stops to cross the stable manifold W s of the origin. The kneading pair at r = 203 is very close to a limiting pair K = LN (LR)
∞ with a precise value α = 21/40 = 0.525 and H = M (RL)
∞ with exact α = 0.9. For any kneading pair in Table 1 one can generate all admissible periods up to length 6 inclusively. For example, at r = 125 although the swapped return map shown in 
V. SYMBOLIC DYNAMICS OF THE 2D POINCARÉ MAPS Essentials of 2D symbolic dynamics
The extension of symbolic dynamics from 1D to 2D maps is by no means trivial. First of all, the 2D phase plane has to be partitioned in such a way as to meet the requirements of a "good" partition that we put forward in Sec. I. Next, as 2D maps are in general invertible, a numerical orbit is encoded into a bi-infinite symbolic sequence
where a heavy dot • denotes the "present" and one iteration forward or backward corresponds to a left or right shift of the present dot. The half-sequence
One should assign symbols to both forward and backward sequences in a consistent way by partitioning the phase plane properly. In the context of the Hénon map Grassberger and Kantz [29] proposed to draw the partition line through tangent points between the stable and unstable manifolds of the unstable fixed point in the attractor. Since pre-images and images of a tangent point are also tangent points, it was suggested to take "primary" tangencies where the sum of curvatures of the two manifolds is minimal [20] . A natural generalization of the Grassberger-Kantz idea is to use tangencies between forward contracting foliations (FCFs) and backward contracting foliations (BCFs) of the dynamics to determine the partition line [24] . Points on one and the same FCF approach each other with the highest speed under forward iterations of the map. Therefore, one may introduce an equivalence relation: points p 1 and p 2 belong to the same FCF if they eventually approach the same destination under forward iterations of the map:
The collection of all FCFs forms a forward contracting manifold of the dynamics. Points in one and the same FCF have the same future. Likewise, points on one and the same BCF approach each other with the highest speed under backward iterations of the map. One introduces an equivalence relation: points p 1 and p 2 belong to the same BCF if they eventually approach the same destination under backward iterations of the map:
The collection of all BCFs forms the backward contracting manifold of the dynamics. Points in one and the same BCF have the same history. When the phase space is partitioned properly, points in a FCF acquire the same forward symbolic sequence while points in a BCF acquire the same backward symbolic sequence. this has been shown analytically for the Lozi map [24] and Tél map [25] . There has been good numerical evidence for the Hénon map [19, 20, 26, 27] . We mention in passing that the forward contracting and backward contracting manifolds contain the stable and unstable manifolds of fixed and periodic points as invariant manifolds. The generalization to use FCFs and BCFs is necessary at least for the following reasons. 1. It is not restricted to the attractor only. The attractor may experience abrupt changes, but the FCF and BCF change smoothly with parameter. This is a fact unproven but supported by much numerical evidence. 2. A good symbolic dynamics assigns unique symbolic names to all unstable orbits, not only those located in the attractor. One needs in partition lines outside the attractor. 3. Transient processes also take place outside the attractor. They are part of the dynamics and should be covered by the same symbolic dynamics.
In practice, contours of BCFs and especially FCFs are not difficult to calculate from the dynamics. This has been shown for BCFs by J. M. Greene [30] and for FCFs by Gu [31] . Once a mesh of BCFs and FCFs are drawn in the phase plane, FCFs may be ordered along some BCF and vice versa. No ambiguity in the ordering occurs as long as no tangency between the two foliations is encountered. A tangency signals that one should change to a symbol of a different parity after crossing a tangency. A tangency in a 2D map plays a role similar to a kneading sequence in a 1D map in the sense that it prunes away some inadmissible sequences. As there are infinitely many tangencies between the FCFs and BCFs, one may say that there is an infinite number of kneading sequences in a 2D map even at a fixed parameter set. However, as one deals with symbolic sequences of finite length only a finite number of tangencies will matter.
Partitioning of the Poincaré section
Lorenz equations at r = 136.5 provide a typical situation where 2D symbolic dynamics must be invoked. Figure 9 shows an upward z = r − 1 Poincaré section of the chaotic attractor. The dashed lines indicate the contour of the FCFs. The two symmetrically located families of FCFs are demarcated by the intersection of the stable manifold W s of the (0, 0, 0) fixed point with the z = r − 1 plane. The actual intersection located between the dense dashed lines is not shown. The BCFs are not shown either except the attractor itself which is a part of the BCFs.
The 1D symbolic dynamics analysis performed in Sec. IV deals with forward symbolic sequences only. However, the partition of the 1D interval shown e.g., in Fig. 3 , may be traced back to the 2D Poincaré section to indicate the partition for assigning symbols to the forward symbolic sequences. Two segments of the partition lines are shown in Fig. 9 as dotted lines. The labels •C and •D correspond to C and D in the Lorenz-Sparrow map, see Fig. 3 . The ordering rule (5) should now be understood as:
with E and O being even and odd strings of M , L, R, and N . In fact, from Fig. 3 one could only determine the intersection point of the partition line with the 1D-like attractor. To determine the partition line in a larger region of the phase plane one has to locate more tangencies between the FCFs and the BCFs. However, it is more convenient to use another set of tangent points to determine the partition line for backward symbolic sequences. To this end 6 tangent points and their mirror images are located and indicated as diamonds in Fig. 10 marked with the letters R, N , M , and L. Among these 6 tangencies only T 1 and T 4 are located on the attractor. Furthermore, they fall on two different sheets of the attractor, making a 2D analysis necessary. In order to decide admissibility of sufficiently long symbolic sequences more tangencies on the attractor may be needed. These tangencies are taken across the attractor. For example, on the partition line C• we have
Due to insufficient numerical resolution in Fig. 10 the diamond on the main sheet of the attractor represents T 3 and T 4 , while the diamond on the secondary sheet represents T 1 and T 2 . The mirror images of these tangencies are located on the D• partition line: 1D symbolic analysis at r = 136.5 Figure 11 is a swapped return map obtained from the first return map by letting the numerical constant be 41 in (3). The 2D feature manifests itself as layers near C and D. The four tangencies are plotted as two diamonds in the figure, since T 1 is very close to T 2 and T 3 to T 4 . As no layers can be seen away from the turning points one could only get one H from the set {|x ′ i |}. Now there are 4 kneading sequences K i , ordered as
according to (5) . From the admissibility conditions (8) it follows that if two K − < K + are both compatible with H, then any symbolic sequence admissible under (K + , H) remains admissible under (K − , H) but not the other way around. In our case, (K 4 , H) puts the most severe restriction on admissibility while (K 1 , H) provides the weakest condition. We start with the compatible kneading pair
We produce all periodic symbolic sequences admissible under (K 1 , H) up to period 6 using the procedure described in Appendix B. The results are listed in Table 2 . Only shift-minimal sequences with respect to N and R are given. Their mirror images, i.e., shift-maximal sequences ending with M or L, are also admissible. There are in total 46 periods in Table 2 , where a C stands for both N and R. The kneading pair (K 2 , H) forbids 2 from the 46 periods. The two pairs (K 3 , H) and (K 4 , H) lying on the main sheet of the attractor have the same effect on short periodic orbits. They reduce the allowed periods to 20, keeping those from LC to RLRM LC in Table 2 . The actual number of unstable periodic orbits up to period 6 may be less than 46, but more than 20. A genuine 2D symbolic dynamics analysis is needed to clarify the situation.
2D symbolic dynamics analysis at r = 136.5
In order to visualize the admissibility conditions imposed by a tangency between FCF and BCF in the 2D phase plane we need metric representations both for the forward and backward symbolic sequences. The metric representation for the forward sequences remains the same as defined by (9) . The partition of phase plane shown in Fig. 10 leads to a different ordering rule for the backward symbolic sequences. Namely, we have L < D < M < B < N < C < R, with the parity of symbols unchanged. The unchanged parity is related to the positiveness of the Jacobian for the flow.) The ordering rule for backward sequences may be written as:
where E (O) is a finite string containing an even (odd) number of M and N . From the ordering rule it follows that the maximal sequence is R ∞ • and the minimal is
To introduce a metric representation for backward symbolic sequences, we associate each backward sequence · · · s m · · · s 2 s 1 • with a real number β:
According to the definition we have
In terms of the two metric representations a bi-infinite symbolic sequence with the present dot specified corresponds to a point in the unit square spanned by α of the forward sequence and β of the backward sequence. This unit square is called the symbolic plane [19] .In the symbolic plane forward and backward foliations become vertical and horizontal lines, respectively. The symbolic plane is an image of the whole phase plane under the given dynamics. Regions in the phase plane that have one and the same forward or backward sequence map into a vertical or horizontal line in the symbolic plane. The symbolic plane should not be confused with the α(H) ∼ α(K) plane (Fig. 8) which is the metric representation of the kneading plane, i.e., the parameter plane of a 1D map.
As long as foliations, i.e., symbolic sequences, are well ordered, a tangency on a partition line puts a restriction on allowed symbolic sequences. Suppose that there is a tangency QC • K on the partition line C•. The rectangle enclosed by the lines β(QR•), β(QN •), α(•K), and α((M N ) ∞ ) = 0 forms a forbidden zone (FZ) in the symbolic plane. In the symbolic plane a forbidden sequence corresponds to a point inside the FZ of QC • K. A tangency may define some allowed zones as well. However, in order to confirm the admissibility of a sequence all of its shifts must locate in the allowed zones, while one point in the FZ is enough to exclude a sequence. This "all or none" alternative tells us that it is easier to exclude than to confirm a sequence by a single tangency. Similarly, a tangency QD • K on the partition line D• determines another FZ, symmetrically located to the FZ mentioned above. Due to the anti-symmetry of the map one may confine oneself to the first FZ and to shift-maximal sequences ending with N and R only when dealing with finite periodic sequences. The union of FZs from all possible tangencies forms a fundamental forbidden zone (FFZ) in the α − β symbolic plane. A necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence to be allowed consists in that all of its shifts do not fall in the FFZ. Usually, a finite number of tangencies may produce a fairly good contour of the FFZ for checking the admissibility of finite sequences. In Fig. 12 we have drawn a symbolic plane with 60000 points representing real orbits generated from the Poincaré map at r = 136.5 together with a FFZ, outlined by the four tangencies (13). The other kneading sequence H in the 1D Lorenz-Sparrow map bounds the range of the 1D attractor. In the 2D Poincaré map the sequence H corresponds to the stable manifold of the origin which intersects with the attractor and bounds the subsequences following an R. In the symbolic plane the rectangle formed by α = α(H), α = 1, β = 0.5, and β = 1 determines the forbidden zone caused by H. It is shown in Fig. 12 by dashed lines. Indeed, the FFZ contains no point of allowed sequences. In order to check the admissibility of a period n sequence one calculates n points in the symbolic plane by taking the cyclic shifts of the non-repeating string. All symbolic sequences listed in Table 2 have been checked in this way and 20 out of 46 words are forbidden, in fact, by T 3 . This means among the 26 sequences forbidden by K 4 in a 1D analysis actually 6 are allowed in 2D. We list all admissible periodic sequences of length 6 and less in Table 3 . The 6 words at the bottom of the table are those forbidden by 1D but allowed in 2D. All the unstable periodic orbits listed in Table 3 have been located with high precision in the Lorenz equations. The knowledge of symbolic names and the ordering rule significantly facilitates the numerical work. The coordinates (x, y) of the first symbol of each sequence are also given in Table 3 . 
Chaotic orbits
Symbolic sequences that correspond to chaotic orbits also obey the ordering rule and admissibility conditions. However, by the very definition these sequences cannot be exhaustively enumerated. Nevertheless, it is possible to show the existence of some chaotic symbolic sequences in a constructive way. We first state a proposition similar to the one mentioned in the paragraph before Eq. (14) . If (K, H − ) and (K, H + ) are two compatible kneading pairs with H − < H + , then all admissible sequences under (K, H − ) remain so under (K, H + ), but not the other way around. It is seen from Table 1 that from r = 120.0 to 191.0 all K starts with R while the minimal H starts with M RR. Let K = R · · · and H = M RR · · ·. It is easy to check that any sequence made of the two segments LR and LN LR satisfies the admissibility conditions (8) . Therefore, a random combination of these segments is an admissible sequence in the 1D Lorenz-Sparrow map. A similar analysis can be carried out in 2D using the above tangencies. Any combination of the two segments remains an admissible sequence in 2D. Therefore, we have indicated the structure of ai class of chaotic orbits in th eparameter range.
VI. STABLE PERIODIC ORBITS IN LORENZ EQUATIONS
So far we have only considered unstable periodic orbits at fixed r. A good symbolic dynamics should be capable to deal with stable orbits as well. One can generate all compatible kneading pairs of the Lorenz-Sparrow map up to a certain length by using the method described in Appendix A. Although there is no way to tell the precise parameter where a given periodic orbit will become stable, the symbolic sequence does obey the ordering rule and may be located on the r-axis by using a bisection method. Another way of finding a stable period is to follow the unstable orbit of the same name at varying parameters by using a periodic orbit tracking program. Anyway, many periodic windows have been known before or encountered during the present study. We collect them in Tables 4 and 5 . Before making further remarks on these tables, we indicate how to find symbolic sequences for stable periods.
When there exists a periodic window in some parameter range, one cannot extract a return map of the interval from a small number of orbital points so there may be ambiguity in assigning symbols to numerically determined orbital points. Nonetheless, there are at least two ways to circumvent the difficulty. First, one can take a nearby parameter where the system exhibits chaotic behavior and superimpose the periodic points on the chaotic attractor. In most cases the (K, H) pair calculated from the chaotic attractor may be used to generate unstable periods coexisting with the stable period. Second, one can start with a set of initial points and keep as many as possible transient points before the motion settles down to the final stable periodic regime (a few points near the randomly chosen initial points have to be dropped anyway). From the set of transient points one can construct return maps as before. Both methods work well for short enough periods, especially in narrow windows. Fig. 13 shows a stable period 6 orbit RLRRM R at r = 183.0435 as diamonds. The background figure looks much like a chaotic attractor, but it is actually a collection of its own transient points. The last symbol X in RLRRM X corresponds to a point (20.945669, 45 .391029) lying to the right of a tangency at (20.935971, 45.393162) . Therefore, it acquires the symbol R, not N . This example shows once more how the x-parameterization helps in accurate assignment of symbols.
Absolute nomenclature of periodic orbits
In a periodically driven system the period of the external force serves as a unit to measure other periods in the system. This is not the case in autonomous systems like the Lorenz equations, since the fundamental frequency drifts with the varying parameter. No wonder in several hundred papers on the Lorenz model no authors had ever described a period as, say, period 5 until a calibration curve of the fundamental frequency was obtained by extensive Fourier analysis in [32] . It is remarkable that the absolute periods thus obtained coincide with that determined later from symbolic dynamics ( [16, 17] and the present paper). As a consequence, we know now that the window first studied by Manneville and Pomeau [33] starts with period 4, the period-doubling cascade first discovered by Franceschini [34] lives in a period 3 window, etc. Moreover, we know their symbolic names and their location in the overall systematics of all stable periods. In Tables 4 and 5 there are many period-doubled sequences, whose numerically determined symbolic names all comply with the rules of symbolic dynamics.
Symmetry breakings and restorations
In a dynamical system with discrete symmetry the phenomenon of symmetry breaking and symmetry restoration comes into play. In the Lorenz equations periodic orbits are either symmetric or asymmetric with respect to the transformation (2); asymmetric orbits appear in symmetrically located pairs. Some essential features of symmetry breaking and restoration have been known. For example, symmetry breaking must precede period-doubling -no symmetric orbits can experience period-doubling directly without the symmetry being broken first; symmetry breakings take place in periodic regime, and symmetry restorations occur in chaotic regime etc. All these features may be explained by using symbolic dynamics [35] .
Although the analysis performed in [35] was based on the anti-symmetric cubic map, it is applicable to the Lorenz equations via the Lorenz-Sparrow map.
A doubly "superstable" symmetric orbit must be of the form ΣDΣC, therefore its period is even and only even periods of this special form may undergo symmetry breaking. The shortest such orbit is DC. To keep the symmetry when extending this superstable period into a window, one must change D and C in a symmetric fashion, i.e., either replacing D by M and C by N or replacing D by L and C by R at the same time, see (4) and (6). Thus we get a window (M N, DC, LR) (M N does not appear in the Lorenz equations while LR persists to very large r). This is indeed a symmetric window, as the transformation (6) brings it back after cyclic permutations. Moreover, this window has a signature (+, 0, +) according to the parity of the symbols (we assign a null parity to C and D). It cannot undergo period-doubling as the latter requires a (+, 0, −) signature. By continuity LR extends to an asymmetric window (LR, LC, LN ) with signature (+, 0, −) allowing for period-doubling. It is an asymmetric window as its mirror image (RL, RD, RM ) is different. They represent the two symmetrically located asymmetric period 2 orbits. The word (LR) ∞ describes both the second half of the symmetric window and the first half of the asymmetric window. The precise symmetry breaking point, however, depends on the mapping function and cannot be told by symbolic dynamics.
In general, a word λ ∞ representing the second half of the symmetric window continues to become the first half of the asymmetric window (λ, τ C, ρ). The latter develops into a period-doubling cascade described by the general rule of symbolic dynamics. The cascade accumulates and turns into a period-halving cascade of chaotic bands. The whole structure is asymmetric. Finally, the chaotic attractor collides with the symmetric unstable periodic orbit λ ∞ and takes back the symmetry to become a symmetric chaotic attractor. This is a symmetry restoration crisis, taking place at the limit described by the eventually periodic kneading sequence ρλ ∞ . In our period 2 example this happens at LN (LR) ∞ . In Table 4 this limit has been traced by LN (LR) n−2 LC up to n = 15. The only period 30 sequence in Table 4 indicates closely the location of the symmetry restoration point corresponding to the asymmetric period 2 n cascade. All other symmetric orbits in Table 4 are put conditionally in the form ΣDΣC as the parameters given can hardly match a doubly superstable orbit. For example, the three consecutive period 4 from r = 148.2 to 166.07 in Table 4 actually mean:
followed by an asymmetric period-doubling cascade. The symmetry restores at RLLN (RLLR)
∞ whose parameter may easily be estimated. Symbolic dynamics also yields the number of periodic orbits that are capable to undergo symmetry breaking. In the parameter range of the Lorenz equations there are one period 2, one period 4, and two period 6 such orbits, all listed in Table 4 .
"2D" orbits and co-existing attractors Now we return to Tables 4 and 5. Table 4 is a list of stable periods associated with the main sheet of the dynamical foliations. When there is an attracting stable period these sheets are not readily seen, but they resemble the main sheets seen in Fig. 5 or Fig. 11 . In fact, one may insert all the kneading sequences K i listed in Table 1 into Table 4 according to their r-values. They all fit well into the overall ordering. The ordered list of stable periods plus that of kneading sequence K i determined from the main sheets of the chaotic attractor makes an analogue of the MSS-sequence [1] in the symbolic dynamics of unimodal maps. It is a surprising fact the 1D Lorenz-Sparrow map captures so much of the real Lorenz equations. Then where are the manifestly 2D features? As long as stable periods are concerned, some orbits showing 2D features are collected in Table 5 . As a rule, these are very narrow windows living on some secondary sheets of the dynamical foliations. It is remarkable that they may be named according to the same rule of the LorenzSparrow map; they form a different ordered list as compared with Table 4 . Among them there are a few orbits co-existing with a periodic orbit from the main sheet especially when the latter forms a wide window. For instance, RM N and LR coexist in the vicinity of r = 328.0838. This period 3 orbit develops a perioddoubling cascade, traced to period 24 in Table 5 . The period 2 orbit (LR) ∞ may even be seen co-existing with a tiny chaotic attractor from the same 3 n cascade at r = 327.16755. Other cases, given in Table 5 , include RRM R and RRM RM C as well as their period-doubled regimes, both coexisting with the symmetric period 4 orbit RLLR below r = 162.1381 and 157.671066, respectively. In addition, there are orbits involving both sheets. We attribute all these orbits to the manifestation of 2D features.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARK
Fairly detailed global knowledge of the Lorenz equations in the phase space as well as in the parameter space has been obtained by numerical work under the guidance of symbolic dynamics. Two-dimensional symbolic dynamics of the Poincaré map may provide, in principle, a complete list of stable and unstable periodic orbits up to a given length and a partial description of some chaotic orbits. However, 1D symbolic dynamics extracted from the 2D Poincaré map is simpler and instructive. The 2D features seen in the Poincaré and first return maps may safely be circumvented by shrinking along the FCFs in a 1D study which deals with forward symbolic sequences only. Whether 1D or 2D symbolic dynamics is needed and how many tangencies to take in a 2D study is a matter of precision. Even in a seemingly "pure" onedimensional situation 2D features may need to be taken into account when it comes to cope with very long symbolic sequences. This has to be decided in practice. Therefore, what has been described in this paper remains a physicist's approach for the time being. However, it may provide food for thought to mathematicians. We mention in passing that there are some technical subtleties in carrying out the program that we could not touch upon due to limited space, but there is also a good hope to automate the process and to apply it to more systems of physical importance.
where R(K) is the R-shift set of K, etc.
According to the ordering rule (5) 1. If K 1 = Σµ · · · and K 2 = Σν · · · are both compatible with a given H, then K = Στ is also compatible with H, where τ ∈ {C, B, D} is included between µ and ν, i.e., either ν < τ < µ or ν > τ > µ holds.
2. For τ = C, under the conditions of 1, K = (Σt) ∞ is also compatible with H, where t stands for either R or N .
3. For τ = D, under the conditions of 1, K = (ΣtΣt) ∞ is compatible with H, where t stands for either M or L.
4. For τ = B, under the conditions of 1, K 1 = ΣRH and K 2 = ΣLH are both compatible with H.
Without going into the proofs we continue with the construction. By means of the above propositions we have the median words K = D, B, C between K 1 and K 2 . At this step we have the following words, listed in ascending order:
Inside any group centered at C, B, or D there exists no median sequence. Furthermore, no median sequence exists between the group D and (M N ) ∞ . Taking any two nearby different sequences between the groups, the procedure may be continued. For example, between R ∞ and R(M N ) ∞ we get
This process is repeated to produce all possible K up to a certain length. For each K one determines a H min . In this way we construct the entire kneading plane for the Lorenz-Sparrow map. Fig. 8 shows that only a small part of this plane is related to the Lorenz equations. This is caused mainly by the set of H that may occur in the system. The above method may be applied to the Lorenz equations to generate and locate median words included between two known stable orbits. For example, between RRRLC at r ′ 1 = 59.247 and RRRRLLC at r ′ 2 = 55.787 two period 9 words RRRRLLLLC and RRRRLLRLC can be produced as follows. At first, take r 1 = 59.40 and r 2 = 55.90 near the two r ′ -values and determine the corresponding maximal sequences H from the chaotic attractors as we did above at r = 181.15 or 136.5. They turn out to be H 1 = M LLLRLLRL · · · for the former and H 2 = M LLLLRRLR · · · for the latter. Then take their common string to be a new H = M LLL. Finally we can use K 1 = RRRLC, K 2 = RRRRLLC, and H = M LLL to form compatible kneading pairs and to generate RRRRLLLLC and RRRRLLRLC which are included in between RRRLC and RRRRLLC. In order to have this procedure working well, the difference |r 1 − r 2 | should be small to guarantee that H is long enough to be usable. In addition, r 1 and r 2 should 
